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Abstract: In this paper we propose linear-time CUR approximation algorithms for admissible
matrices obtained from the hierarchical form of Boundary Element matrices. We propose a new
approach called geometric sampling to obtain indices of most significant rows and columns using
information from the domains where the problem is posed. Our strategy is tailored to Boundary
Element Methods (BEM) since it uses directly and explicitly the cluster tree containing informa-
tion from the problem geometry. Our CUR algorithm has precision comparable with low-rank
approximations created with the truncated QR factorization with column pivoting (QRCP) and
the Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA) with full pivoting, which are quadratic-cost methods.
When compared to the well-known linear-time algorithm ACA with partial pivoting, we show that
our algorithm improves, in general, the convergence error and overcomes some cases where ACA
fails. We provide a general relative error bound for CUR approximations created with geometrical
sampling. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our algorithms on traditional BEM problems
defined over different geometries.
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Approximation CUR en temps linéaire des matrices de type BEM
Résumé : Dans cet article, nous présentons des algorithmes pour créer une approximation de rang faible
de type CUR pour des matrices résultant de la discrétisation des équations intégrales par la méthode
des éléments de frontière (BEM). Notre approche consiste à utiliser l’information sur la géométrie du
problème pour choisir des colonnes et des lignes les plus représentatives de la matrice. Nous montrons
que notre algorithme principal, dont le coût est linéaire, a la même précision que des méthodes, ayant coût
quadratique, comme QRCP et Approximation Adaptative Croisée (ACA) avec pivotage complet. Nous
présentons des expériences numériques sur des domaines complexes en utilisant des noyaux intégrales
fréquemment utilisés dans la littérature.
Mots-clés : Approximation CUR, Algorithmes en temps linéaire, Matrices BEM
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we are interested in accelerating the matrix-vector products for matrices arising from the
discretization of boundary integral operators, usually referred to as BEM matrices. A BEM matrix has
entries of type G (xi, yj), where G : Rd × Rd → C, is a kernel integral operator and X := [x1, · · · , xm]
and Y := [y1, · · · , yn] are interaction domains known as source and target domains respectively. For the
scope of this work we consider d = 3 by default, however the theory straightforwardly holds for higher
dimensions. The classical approach to accelerate the matrix-vector products for BEM matrices, is to
separate the kernel evaluation into far-field (tailored to low-rank approximation) and near-field (direct
evaluation). One of the most prominent methods to approximate the far field interactions is the Fast
Multipole Method FMM [19, 26]; however, it has important drawbacks such as the kernel-dependency,
high cost for problems with multiple right-hand sides and its difficult implementation. Remedies to these
drawbacks have been and are currently being developed, such as Kernel independent FMM methods
[13, 30].
Our approach consists in using the hierarchical form of the BEM matrix to obtain submatrices cor-
responding to the far-field interaction, which are known as admissible blocks and are constructed in a
tree-fashion structure using a geometric admissibility criterion for clustering [3, 4, 22]. Typically, hi-
erarchical matrices are constructed such that most of its blocks are admissible and hence the cost for
compression and matrix-vector product is dominated by the cost of low-rank approximation of admissible
blocks.
Let A ∈ Cm×n denote one admissible block. A popular algorithm for approximating A is the Adaptive
Cross Approximation (ACA), which has O(m+n) cost and its accuracy is good enough for many practical
applications. The methodology performed by ACA can be seen as a CUR (or skeleton) approximation,
this is,
A ≈ ξk = CUR,
where C := A(:, J), R := A(I, :) and U := A−1(I, J) ∈ Ck×k, I and J are sets of indices with cardinality
k and must ensure that A(I, J) is invertible. For the case of ACA, I and J are selected adaptively based
on a greedy approach to make A(I, J) have maximum absolute determinant among all k× k submatrices
of A. Our approach consists in finding such indices using information from the problem geometry, we call
our methodology geometric sampling and provide a general bound for the approximation error ‖A− ξk‖.
We analyze different methods to select I and J such as the Nearest-Neighbors (NN) criterion, which
have recently been evaluated on multiple kernels in high dimensions showing good accuracy [29]. We
propose a novel criterion called Gravity Centers Sampling (GCS) which, having asymptotic complexity
of O((m+ n)k), in most cases overcomes the accuracy of ACA and the NN criterion.
Skeleton approximations are mainly important when structure in the data must be preserved [28]. For
BEM matrices, preserving data structure is not a priori relevant, our interest on CUR approximations is
to achieve linear complexity. Note that preserving data approximations are tailored for the development
of machine learning algorithms that can be trained to predict the most representative source and target
points by simply analyzing properties of the domains where the problem is posed.
There exist randomized approaches to select indices I and J that can achieve linear-time complexity
algorithms, e.g. via uniformly random selection [29], and even sublinear cost algorithms such as the
one presented in [6], however their accuracy is not always guaranteed, see e.g. [29]. The methodologies
presented in this paper are purely algebraic (no kernel dependency), deterministic and can be obtained
in linear time. Related works are the IE-QR algorithm [33], which constructs a low-rank QR approxi-
mation using the modified Gram-Schmidt algorithm and costs O(N3/2), with N = max(m,n); the IES3
algorithm [25], a kernel independent method for electromagnetic simulations which costs O(N log(N));
and Interpolative Decompositions [5, 38], which rely on rank-revealing QR factorizations [21] and cost
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O(mnk). Refer to [27] for a survey on the different approaches for low-rank approximation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents classical methods to compute low-rank approxi-
mations based on QR factorizations and CUR decompositions. Section 3 presents the notion of geometric
sampling to create a CUR approximation. We provide an algorithm and prove a relative error bound
that can be used for any geometric sampling method. Section 4 presents and discusses several numerical
experiments to validate our algorithm by using different types of geometries and integral kernels. Finally,
Section 5 concludes our paper.
2 Definitions and basic background
2.1 Notations
Let us first state notational conventions that we shall use through this article. In the sequel, A ∈ Cm×n
will refer to a (not necessarily square m 6= n) matrix having entries A(i, j) = G (xi, yj), where G is kernel
function which satisfies regularity properties such that the singular values of A exponentially decrease. We
denote ‖A‖2 and ‖A‖F the spectral and Frobenius norms respectively. Also, ‖A‖max := maxi,j |A(i, j)|
is the Chebyshev (or maximum) norm. We denote A∗ the conjugate transpose of A, and Ip is the p× p
identity matrix. Row and column indices vectors are denoted as I and J respectively. We use MATLAB
notation.
2.2 Best low rank approximation
Definition 2.1. The rank of a matrix A ∈ Cm×n is defined as the maximal number of linearly indepen-
dent rows or columns of A, we denote it as r := rank(A).
Definition 2.2. We denote
Cm×nk := {B ∈ C
m×n : rank(B) ≤ k}, (2.1)
the set of complex matrices having at most rank-k.
The SVD decomposition states that A can be decomposed into a sum of rank-one matrices, see e.g.






i ≡ UrΣrV Tr , (2.2)
where the matrices Ur = [u1, · · · , ur] ∈ Cm×r and Vr = [v1, · · · , vr] ∈ Cn×r are unitary, and their columns
are the left and right singular vectors respectively. For matrix Σr = diag(σ1, · · · , σr) ∈ Rr×r, we assume
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σr so that Σ is uniquely determined by A. The values σi are the singular values of A.







i ≡ UkΣkV Tk . (2.3)
Theorem 2.3. (Mirsky, [31, Thm. 2]) Consider the matrix A ∈ Cm×n, with singular triplets (ui, σi, vi)




i is a solution of the following problem{
Find B ∈ Cm×nk such that
‖A−B‖ ≤ ‖A− C‖, ∀ C ∈ Cm×nk ,
(2.4)
where ‖ · ‖ stands for any unitarily invariant norm.
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Note that for the spectral and Frobenius norms it holds
‖Ak −A‖2 = σk+1, ‖Ak −A‖F =
√
σ2k+1 + · · ·+ σ2r . (2.5)
Next theorem presents some useful inequalities that will be helpful in the following sections.
Theorem 2.4. (Horn and Jonhson, [24, Thm. 3.3.16]) Let A,B ∈ Rm×n and q = min(m,n). Then, for
1 ≤ i, j and i+ j ≤ q + 1, the following inequalities hold,
σi+j−1(AB
T ) ≤ σi(A)σj(B), (2.6)
σi+j−1(A+B) ≤ σi(A) + σj(B). (2.7)
2.3 Approximation via Pivoted QR Factorization
The strategy we wish to present uses QR factorization as an intermediate tool. A pivoted truncated QR
factorization of a matrix A takes the following form
AP =
k m− k
[ ]m Q1 Q2
k n− k[ ]
k R11 R12
m− k 0 R22
, (2.8)
where P is a permutation matrix, Q = [Q1, Q2] is an unitary matrix, R11 is an upper triangular matrix,






and the approximation error in the spectral norm (note that it holds for any other unitarily invariant
norm) is given as
‖A− ξk‖2 = ‖Q2[0 R22]PT ‖2 = ‖[0 R22]‖2 = ‖R22‖2. (2.10)
Bounds for the error in (2.10) depend on the technique used to select P . The most well established
pivoting techniques, see e.g. [9, 21, 34], lead to bounds of the form
‖R22‖2 ≤ f(k, n)σk+1, (2.11)
‖R−111 R12‖max ≤ g(k), (2.12)
σk(A) ≤ f(k, n)σk(R11) , (2.13)
where f(k, n) and g(k) are explicitly known functions of k and n. For a compilation of some of the different
algorithms of this kind and their computational complexity see [5, Tbl. 2]. The following table presents
two classical deterministic QR algorithms which we henceforth use to construct an approximation of type
(2.9).
Table 1: Error bound for classical QR algorithms for a matrix A ∈ Cm×n, where k < min(m,n) is the
truncation rank and ν is a constant.
Algorithm Reference f(k, n) g(k) Time
Column Pivoting QRCP [14, Alg. 5.4.1] 2k
√
n− k 2k−1 O(mnk)
Strong RRQR [21, Alg. 4]
√
1 + ν2k(n− k) ν O
(
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Lemma 2.5 presents a new bound for QRCP which is 2/3 of the bound presented in Table 1, its proof
is given in the supplementary material and it helps to understand the origin of the exponential factor.
Lemma 2.5. Consider the truncated QRCP factorization (2.8). Then,
‖R22‖2 ≤




n− k σk+1, (2.14)
To conclude this section, note that by a simple algebraic calculation it can be shown that the error
(2.10) can also be written as
‖R22‖2 = ‖(Im −Q1Q∗1)A‖2, (2.15)
and using this representation, a bound for the error when using a general pivoting technique can be
obtained, see e.g. [1, Lem. 2.9].
2.4 CUR approximations
Consider a matrix A ∈ Cm×n. Let row and column indices I = {i1, · · · , ik} and J = {j1, · · · , jk} be
chosen such that A(I, J) ∈ Ck×k is non-singular. The CUR approximation of A has the form
A ≈ CUR, (2.16)
where C := A(:, J) ∈ Cm×k, R := A(I, :) ∈ Ck×n, and U := A(I, J)−1. Equation (2.16) is also known as
skeleton approximation [15, 16]. The search of I and J is known as sampling. Note that if rank(A) = k,
then its skeleton approximation is exact, this is A = CUR.
Error of CUR approximation
Let us consider the indices Ĩ := [I, {1, · · · ,m}\I], and J̃ := [J, {1, · · · , n}\J ], such that






where A11 = A(I, J) ∈ Ck×k. A simple decomposition of A follows as
























where S(A11) := A22−A21A−111 A12 is known as the Schur complement of A11. Hence, the approximation
error is given as
‖A− CUR‖ = ‖A(Ĩ , J̃)− C(Ĩ , :)UR(:, J̃)‖ = ‖S(A11)‖, (2.19)
where ‖ · ‖ stands for any unitarily invariant norm and the maximum norm. Hence, to get a good rank-k
CUR approximation we need to sample I and J such that the norm of the Schur complement of A(I, J) is
small. Next, we consider a sub-optimal sampling technique consisting in finding I and J to make A(I, J)
have maximal volume, i.e. maximal absolute determinant among all k × k submatrices of A.
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Theorem 2.6. Consider A ∈ Cm×n, and row and column indices I and J respectively, with |I| = |J | = k.
Define G := A(I, J) ∈ Ck×k. If G is non-singular and has maximal volume among all k × k submatrices
of A, then
‖A− CUR‖max ≤ (1 + k) σk+1, (2.20)
‖A− CUR‖max ≤ (1 + k)2 · min
B∈Cm×nk
‖A−B‖max, (2.21)
where C := A(:, J), R := A(I, :), and U := G−1.
Proof. Inequality (2.20) is proved in [16, Thm. 2.1], and (2.21) in [17, Thm. 1].
Although the sampling from Theorem 2.6 is nearly optimal, finding submatrices of maximal volume
is NP-hard [7].
Algorithm 1, which is adapted from [3, Alg. 3.1], computes A(:, J) ·A−1(I, J) ·A(I, :) ≡ CUR as sum
of rank-one matrices. The advantages of this form is that we can update the choice of the selected rows
and columns adaptively, and it also allows to monitor the evolution of the determinant of the submatrix
formed by the selected indices at a given rank of approximation.
Data: An integral kernel G : Rd×d → C, Indices: I and J , each of size k,
Source and target points: X = [x1, · · · , xm] and Y = [y1, · · · , yn]
Result: A matrix ξk of rank at most k and given as sum of rank-one matrices
1 for h = 1→ k do
2 Set i = I(h) and j = J(h) ;
3 ṽh := [G (xi, y1), · · · ,G (xi, yn)];
4 uh := [G (x1, yj), · · · ,G (xm, yj)]T ;
5 for l = 1→ h− 1 do
6 ṽh := ṽh − ul(i)vl
7 end
8 if ṽh(j) vanishes then
9 Update column index j = argmaxs=1,··· ,n |ṽh(s)|
10 end
11 Set δ(h) = ṽh(j) ;
12 Normalize vh := ṽh/δ(h) ;
13 for l = 1→ h− 1 do
14 uh := uh − vl(j)ul
15 end
16 end
Algorithm 1: Skeleton approximation with fixed pivots









uhvh ≡ CUR. (2.22)
This approximation only requires (m + n)k units of storage. Defining Mk := A(I, J), we can also
obtain the volume of the submatrix obtained by our choice of row and column indices, it is given as [2,
Lem. 2],
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In Section 4 we plot the value |det(Mk)| for different sampling techniques, to analyze its impact on
increasing the approximation accuracy.
3 Linear-time CUR approximation via Geometric Sampling
In this section, we present the concept of geometric sampling to select row and column indices I and J
by using information from the geometry of the source and target points. Then, a CUR approximation
directly follows by using the theory from the previous section.
3.1 Geometrical sampling
Algorithm 2 shows our sampling technique. We select t > k (oversampling) points from the target domain
and store them into an index vector J̃ which defines a matrix C̃ := A(:, J̃) ∈ Cm×t of sampled columns.
Then, we work on the m-dimensional space, selecting a set of k column indices J corresponding to the
most significant columns of C̃, we do this by computing the pivoted QR factorization C̃(:, pc) = Q̂R̂.
Then, we set Q = Q̂(:, 1 : k) and perform a truncated pivoted QR factorization on matrix QT to obtain
a permutation vector pr. Finally we return I = pr(1 : k) and J = pc(1 : k) from which a CUR
approximation directly follows as done in section 2.4, c.f. Algorithm 1.
Data: Approximation Rank k; Source and target points: X = [x1, · · · , xm] and Y = [y1, · · · , yn]
Result: Low-rank CUR approximation of A
1 Set oversampling: t = 2l such that 2l > k > 2l−1;
2 Decompose Y into t subdomains, see Appendix A.2.2 ;
3 Form J with the t indices of target points closest to the gravity centers of subdomains;
4 Set C = A(:, J) and compute its pivoted QR factorization C̃(:, pc) = Q̂R̂ ;
5 Set Q = Q̂(:, 1 : k) and compute the truncated QR factorization of QT to get permutation pr ;
6 Set J = pc(1 : k) and I = pr(1 : k).
7 Return CUR = A(:, J) ·A−1(I, J) ·A(I, :), which can be computed via Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2: CUR with gravity centers sampling, CUR_GCS
Remark 3.1. Note that the permutation vector pr from Algorithm CUR_GCS, would be the same if we
instead perform the QR factorization of the conjugate transpose Q∗. This is true since a simple algebraic
effort shows that for any M ∈ Cm×n with QR factorization MP = QR, it holds that MP = Q R is the
pivoted QR factorization of M (matrix with complex conjugated entries).
The computational cost of CUR_GCS is given as: O(n log2(t)) floating point operations to obtain
J (see Appendix A.2.2), O(mt2) complex operations to perform a truncated QR factorization on C,





operations to get the CUR approximation. Thus, the total cost is O(mt2 + nk2). Also, note that we do
not need to form the whole matrix A, we only need mt+ nk evaluations of the kernel function.
Figure 1 illustrates the procedure of algorithm CUR_GCS, it displays a spherical domain with source
and target distant subdomains. We use the geometrically balanced partition technique, c.f. [3, Sec. 1.4.1]
and [4, Alg.2], to decompose the target domain into t = 6 subdomains, and then six target points (blue
squares) are selected as the ones closest to the gravity centers of the subdomains. In appendix A.2.1 we
provide a MATLAB code for algorithm CUR_GCS, and in appendix A.2.2 we provide the code for the
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gravity centers sampling technique.
Note that we can easily modify Algorithm 2 to get alternative CUR approximations, by changing
the partition technique. For instance, if using the Nearest-Neighbors criterion instead of the gravity
centers criterion in line 2 of Algorithm 2, we obtain a new algorithm to which we refer to as CUR_NNS,
c.f. Appendix A.2.3. The Nearest-Neighbors technique selects t target points as the ones closest to the
source domain, this has been recently studied in [29]. In next subsection, we prove a bound on the CUR
approximation error for an arbitrary domain partitioning technique, and in Section 3.3 we discuss the
advantages of the partitioning technique of our algorithm CUR_GCS over CUR_NNS.
(a) Interaction of source (ΓS) and target (ΓT ) points,
discretized by X = {x1, · · · , xn} (marked with +) and
Y = {y1, · · · , ym} (marked with ∗) respectively.
T
S
(b) Selection of representative targets points
(squares), as points closest to the gravity
centers of subdomains of ΓT .
Figure 1: Interaction of distant subdomains on a sphere, and selection of representative target points.
3.2 Bound on the error of CUR approximation with geometric sampling
Consider that geometric sampling has been performed selecting indices I and J , with |I| = |J | = k, such
that A(I, J) is non-singular. Let Ĩ := [I, {1, · · · ,m}\I], and J̃ := [J, {1, · · · , n}\J ] and let us apply a
truncated-QR factorization in the permuted matrix A(Ĩ , J̃), this is














Next, we use an idea presented in a previous paper [20] for the case of real matrices, where the authors
observed that S(A11) = S(Q11)R22, with
S(Q11) := Q22 −Q21Q−111 Q12 = Q
∗−1
22 , (3.2)
where Q∗22 is the conjugate transpose of Q22, and the last equality can be verified by computing Q∗22S(Q11)
and using the fact that Q̌Q̌∗ = Im. Then, Equation (2.19) is rewritten
‖A− CUR‖2 = ‖S(A11)‖2 ≤ ‖Q∗−122 ‖2‖S(R22)‖2, (3.3)
where C = A(:, J), R = A(I, :) and U = A−1(I, J) and by using the CS decomposition [14, Thm.2.6.3],
which tells us that σmin(Q11) = σmin(Q22), finally we get the bound
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Error of column sampling
We first state a theorem to bound the error of column sampling. This bound involves C and its QR
factorization. From this we then derive a bound for CUR approximation.
Theorem 3.2. Consider A ∈ Cm×n and a set of indices J , with |J | = t. Let C := A(:, J) be at least
rank-k and consider its QRCP factorization,
C(:, pc) = Q̂R̂ ≡ Q̂
k t− k[ ]
k R̂11 R̂12
m− k 0 R̂22
(3.5)
where Q̂ ∈ Cm×m is unitary, R̂ ∈ Cm×t, and pc is a permutation vector of size t. Define Q = Q̂(:, 1 : k),
then
E := ‖(Im −QQ∗)A‖2 ≤
√






where µ = |R̂(k, k)| and f(k, t) is defined in Table 1.
Note that ‖R22‖2 = ‖(Im − QQ∗)A‖2 according to (2.15), hence one of the factors of the bound
on the CUR approximation error (3.4) follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2. This bound can also be
interpreted as the error of a rank-k truncated QR approximation with geometric sampling as pivoting
technique, c.f. section 2.3.
Proof. Let us consider Ĵ = J(pc) and define p = [Ĵ , {1, · · · , n}\Ĵ ], we get
Q̂TA(:, p) =
k t− k n− t[ ]
k R̂11 R̂12 B̂1
m− k 0 R̂22 B̂2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:R̃
, (3.7)
where B̂1 ∈ Ck×(n−t) and B̂2 ∈ C(m−k)×(n−t). Note that approximating A by QQ∗A = Q[R̂11, R̂12, B̂1],
we get (c.f. (2.15))
‖(Im −QQ∗)A‖2 = ‖[R̂22, B̂2]‖2,
and bounding the right hand side of the previous equation would give us the desired bound of the theorem.
However, we do not want to compute B̂2 and also, this form does not allow to directly get a bound as
in (3.6). Hence, we proceed to use a technique developed by Gu and Eisenstat [21, Thm. 3.2]. Let us

















where α = σmax([R̂22, B̂2])/σmin(R̂11). Note that this choice of α ensures that σk+1(Z) = σ1([R̂22, B̂2]).
Next, using Theorem 2.4 we get,
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E = ‖[R̂22, B̂2]‖2 = σk+1(Z) ≤ σk+1(R̃)‖W‖2 = σk+1(A)‖W‖2, (3.8)
where the last equality holds since Q̂ is unitary. Then, to complete the proof, it remains to bound ‖W‖2.
We proceed as follows,
‖W‖22 ≤ 1 + ‖R̂−111 [R̂12, B̂1]‖22 + α2 (3.9)
= 1 + ‖[R̂−111 R̂12, R̂
−1







≤ 1 + ‖R̂−111 R̂12‖2F + ‖R̂
−1


















From the QRCP factorization (3.5), we get that (c.f. proof of [21, Thm. 7.2]),
1 + ‖R̂−111 R̂12‖2F + ‖R̂
−1
11 ‖2F ‖R̂22‖2F ≤ f2(k, t). (3.13)
Hence,














where for the first inequality we use a classic relationship between the spectral and Frobenius norms, and
for the last inequality we use a theorem from [23, Thm. 8.14].
From (3.7) we get that ‖B̂1‖2F + ‖B̂2‖2F ≤ ‖A‖2F . Hence,






and the result follows by replacing (3.15) in (3.8).
Remark 3.3. The value µ in the previous theorem depends on k and its inverse can be bounded.
Consider D := diag(diag(R̂)) and define Y such that R = DY . Then, using Theorem 2.4 we get
















where the last inequality holds since all entries of Y are smaller than 1.
Remark 3.4. A bound can also be obtained when the strong rank-revealing factorization is used to





Hence, by using (3.8) and (3.14) as done in the proof of the theorem, we obtain








where f(k, t) =
√
1 + ν2k(t− k) and ν is a parameter of the strong rank revealing QR factorization.
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Error of row sampling
Next, let us complete the bound (3.4). We use a simple technique found in [20], which is described
as follows. Once the set of column indices J , with |J | = k, is obtained, define C := A(:, J) with QR
factorization C = QR11, where Q ∈ Cm×k and R11 ∈ Ck×k. According to Algorithm 2, we apply row
sampling by performing a truncated pivoted QR on Q∗, c.f. Remark 3.1, this is
Q∗(:, Ĩ) ≡ [Q∗11, Q∗21] = Q̃[R̃1, R̃2]. (3.17)
where Q̃ ∈ Ck×k is unitary and R̃1 ∈ Ck×k is upper triangular. Using (2.13), we get
1 = σk(Q) ≤ f(k,m)σk(R̃1) ≤ f(k,m)σk(Q11), (3.18)





Finally, let C := A(:, J(1 : k)), R := A(I, :) and U = A−1(I, J) ∈ Ck×k. The final bound on the error
‖A− CUR‖2 is obtained by replacing the bound from Theorem 3.2 and (3.19) in (3.4).
3.3 Discussion on geometric sampling technique
As presented in Section 2.4, the accuracy of a rank-k CUR approximation greatly depends on the choice
of row and column indices I, J , with |I| = |J | = k. We need to ensure that matrix A(I, J) is as well con-
ditioned as possible; and we know that if it has maximal volume, then we get a suboptimal approximation.
By construction, our CUR approximation first computes J and then using C = A(:, J) it finds I.
Hence, finding I can be performed suboptimally in linear-time by using routines such as the Strong
RRQR (see Table 1) or maxvol [15] to find k most representative rows of C. Therefore, it is most impor-
tant to select a good set of column indices and geometric sampling allows to find them in linear-time.
To show why the gravity center criterion from Algorithm CUR_GCS is a good choice, let cj be the
j-th column of C, and by seeing the columns of C as points in Cm, let us compute the volume of the
simplex formed by these points. For this, we use the Cayley-Menger determinant [36, Pag. 24], the




0 1 1 · · · 1
1 0 d212 · · · d21k










where µ = (−1)
k
2k−1(k−1)!2 and djl = ‖cl − cj‖2 for j, l = 1, · · · , k.
First, note that Vk = 0 if and only if there are at least two linearly dependent columns. Hence, our
selection of J can be seen as an approach to obtain a value of Vk as large as possible while keeping dij of
the same order of magnitude (this is different from the approach that finds maximal projective volume
rectangular submatrices [32] and closely related to the approach of volume sampling [12]). For the sake
of simplicity, let us consider a smooth kernel function G : R × R → R to construct A (and hence C).
Then, by using the mean value theorem, we get
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where ψlj is a real number that lies between yl and yj . Hence, the values of d2jl are directly related
to the distance between the selected target points y. Then, if the selected target points are very close
to each other (a behavior that is commonly observed for nearest-neighbors criterion) we get a small
value Vk, while the gravity centers criterion is an approach created to maintain d2jl different from zero
and to keep the rows linearly independent. According to our experiments, the value of Vk for matrix
C = A(:, J), when J is obtained by the gravity center criterion, is in general greater than the case when
the nearest-neighbors or uniformly random selection are used, in some cases by one or two orders of
magnitude.
4 Numerical Experiments
In this section we numerically show the benefits of our algorithms. We consider the following three kernels
encountered in the discretization of elliptic partial differential equations by means of integral equations




, Ge(x, y) =
exp(ı‖x− y‖2)
‖x− y‖2




where ı is the imaginary unit. We construct a matrix A ∈ Cm×n by evaluating one of the above kernels
on three-dimensional interaction points, i.e. A(i, j) = G (xi, yj), where X := [x1, · · · , xm] (red points) are
known as sources and Y := [y1, · · · , yn] (green points) as targets. Domains X and Y hold an admissibility
condition given as
min(diam(X), diam(Y )) ≤ η dist(X,Y ), (4.2)
with η < 1, ensuring that singular values of A exponentially decrease [2, 3]. In our plots we report the
value η that makes (4.2) an equality.
Comparing linear-time algorithms
Our first experiments are performed on admissible submatrices taken from global hierarchical matri-
ces. We compare algorithms CUR_GCS and CUR_NNS, introduced in Section 3.1 to ACA with partial
pivoting (ACAp) [2, Alg. 2], for which we only modify the first row pivot by an efficient one proposed in
[3, Sec. 3.4.3]. For all three methods we also plot values δ(k) and det(Mk) to show that not necessarily
we need to approximate maxvol submatrices to get higher accuracy. In order to show that CUR_GCS
produces a quasi-optimal approximation, we also display a line tagged Bound_MaxVol, corresponding
to the value (k + 1)σk+1 given in eq. (2.20). In all plots we also show the optimal error obtained by the
truncated SVD as a reference curve. These plots are displayed in figures 4, 7, 10 and 13.
We also plot the performance of our main algorithm CUR_GCS, and compare it with quadratic cost
algorithms QRCP and ACA with full pivoting (ACAf). The latter is a quadratic cost implementation
of ACA consisting in iteratively sampling rows and columns using the maximum element of residual ma-
trices, see e.g. [35]. We show that our linear-time CUR_GCS algorithm has accuracy comparable with
these methods and in some cases even overcomes them. This can be seen in figures 5, 8, 11 and 14.
To conclude, we compare the performance of CUR_GCS against ACAp for approximating an entire
hierarchical matrix, see Section 4.5.
4.1 BEM matrix from Laplacian kernel
Using the kernel function Gl, we construct matrix A which entries are obtained by evaluating Gl on source
and target points located on a 3D surface proposed in [2], which is shown in Figure 2 together with target
points sampled by the gravity centers and nearest-neighbors methodologies.
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(c) Sampling targets with the
nearest-neighbors criterion
Figure 2: Surface from [2], with admissible subdomains created with η = 0.15.








































Figure 4: Error convergence of CUR approximation with geometric sampling. The values of δ(k) and
det(Mk) allow to show the method that better approaches a maximal volume submatrix.
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In Figure 4, we observe that even when the value of δ(k) corresponding to CUR_GCS is smaller than
the other methods, we still get better accuracy. For reference, we also show the optimal error obtained
by the truncated SVD. In fact, we observe that the accuracy of CUR_GCS is comparable to those of
quadratic cost algorithms QRCP and ACAf, as it can be seen in Figure 5.



















Figure 5: Comparison of our linear cost method CUR_GS versus O(mnk) cost methods QRCP and
ACAf.
4.2 BEM matrix from Exponential kernel
We use kernel Ge to construct a complex BEM matrix A using a 3D airplane surface that we construct
using MATLAB, see Figure 6. Analogously to previous subsection, we show the error convergence for
CUR_GCS and compare it with classical methods, showing in all cases a clear improvement, see Figures

















Figure 6: Airplane surface with admissible subdomains created with η = 0.22.
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Figure 7: Error convergence of CUR approximation with geometric sampling. The values of δ(k) and
det(Mk) allow to show the method that better approaches a maximal volume submatrix.
In Figure 8 we compare our linear cost method CUR_GCS versus quadratic cost methods QRCP and
ACAf, showing comparable accuracy and even improving them in some cases.













Figure 8: Comparison of our linear cost method CUR_GS versus O(mnk) cost methods QRCP and
ACAf.
4.3 BEM matrix from Gravity kernel
We use kernel Gg to construct matrix A using a toroid surface that we construct using MATLAB, see
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Toroid surface with admissible subdomains created with η = 0.22.
In Figure 10 we plot convergence curves for linear-time algorithms, showing that CUR_GCS has
better accuracy than ACAp (about one order of magnitude). In fact, for this case study, CUR_GCS has
practically the same accuracy as quadratic cost algorithms, see Figure 11.











































Figure 10: Error convergence of CUR approximation with geometric sampling. The values of δ(k) and
det(Mk) allow to show the method that better approaches a maximal volume submatrix.
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Figure 11: Comparison of our linear cost method CUR_GS versus O(mnk) cost methods QRCP and
ACAf.
4.4 When ACA with partial pivoting fails
Next, we evaluate our algorithms on a challenging problem reported in [3, Sec. 3.4.3]. We build matrix
A with a kernel given as
Gb(x, y) =
(x− y) · nx
4π‖x− y‖2
, (4.3)
where nx is a unit vector normal to ΓX at point x, and ΓX is a surface from where the discretization


















Figure 12: Two admissible subdomains, created with η = 0.39. By computing their interaction via the
kernel function (4.3), they produce a matrix of type (4.4).





and a simple analysis shows that under this configuration ACAp fails to converge. Even though there
are improvements of ACA sampling to ensure convergence, see e.g. [3, Sec. 3.4.3], our methodology is
accurate and much simpler, see Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Error convergence of CUR approximation with geometric sampling. The values of δ(k) and
det(Mk) allow to show the method that better approaches a maximal volume submatrix.

















Figure 14: Comparison of our linear cost method CUR_GS versus O(mnk) cost methods QRCP and
ACAf.
4.5 Approximating a Hierarchical matrix
To finalize our numerical experiments, we compare the performance of CUR_GCS and ACAp to approx-
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where Γ is the surface of a cavity domain, see figure below.
Figure 15: 3D cavity domain.
We use Galerkin discretization using a triangular mesh as in Figure 15, obtaining a square matrix











where ϕi and ϕj are polynomials of degree one and τi, τj are triangular elements from the discretization
mesh.
The left and right figures below show the approximation error and execution time to form the hier-
archical matrix corresponding to A, where the admissible blocks are approximated by low-rank matrices
created, respectively, with ACAp and CUR_GCS. We can clearly see the tradeoff between amount of
computation and accuracy. We can confirm the linear behavior of the computational cost of our algo-
rithm CUR_GCS as presented in the theory. For the experiment, we have used C++ libraries HTool1
and BemTool2. We have run the experiment using 4 MPI processes on a MacBook Pro with 4 cores and
frequency of 2.5 GHz.






















Figure 16: Comparison of the execution time and absolute approximation error between ACAp and
CUR_GCS .
From Figure 16, we clearly see the improvement in the approximation error when using CUR_GCS
with respect to ACAp, at the expense of performing more arithmetics. We believe that for large scale
matrices, an optimized parallel implementation of CUR_GCS (or another CUR created with geometric
sampling) would be faster and more accurate than current parallel implementations of ACAp, see e.g. [3,
1Developed by Pierre Marchand, https://github.com/PierreMarchand20/htool
2Developed by Xavier Claeys, https://github.com/xclaeys/BemTool
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Sec. 3.4.6]. This is because CUR_GCS depends on QR truncated factorizations that can be computed
with small communication cost, see e.g. [9]. And communication between processors is known to be a
bottleneck for large scale problems running on computer clusters, and optimizing communication leads
to considerable speed-ups [10, 11].
5 Conclusions
We have presented a technique called geometric sampling to construct linear-time CUR algorithms for
admissible blocks of a hierarchical matrix coming from the discretization of a BEM problem. We have
presented a relative error bound for geometric column sampling, which we then extended to a bound for
a CUR approximation. Also, this bound can directly be used for truncated QR factorizations and inter-
polative decompositions. Numerical experiments showed good performance for different integral kernels
evaluated on challenging domains. We compared two CUR algorithms created with geometric sampling
against ACA with partial pivoting technique. The results showed that our main algorithm CUR_GCS
is very efficient and even can handle convergence issues of ACA with partial pivoting, having accuracy
comparable with quadratic cost algorithms QRCP and ACA with full pivoting.
As future work, it remains as an open research topic to evaluate the efficiency of geometrical for
matrices that not necessarily have exponentially decreasing singular values, such as non-admissible blocks
of hierarchical matrices. Moreover, the development of geometric sampling techniques to deal with highly
oscillatory kernels is also an interesting research area, where more sophisticated geometric properties of
the surfaces, containing source and target points, need to be explored.
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A Supplemental material
A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.5




[ ]m Q1 Q2
k n− k[ ]
k X R12
m− k 0 R22︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:R̃
, (A.1)
where Pc is the permutation matrix obtained from QRCP. Then, we use Gu and Eisenstat’s technique

















where α = σmax(R22)/σmin(X) = ‖R22‖‖X̃‖2. Note that this choice of α ensures that σk+1(Z) = σ1(R22).
Next, using Theorem 2.4 in (A.2) we get σk+1(Z) ≤ ‖W‖2σk+1(R̃). And since from (A.1) we have that
the singular values of R̃ are equal to those of A, it follows that
‖R22‖2 ≤ ‖W‖2σk+1(A). (A.3)
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Hence, it remains to bound ‖W‖2. Our proof goes as follows. We first show that ‖X̃‖F ≤ ρf̃(k), where
ρ := 1|X(k,k)| and f̃ is a function to be defined later on. Then, we shall show that ‖W‖
2
2 ≤ f̃(k+1)(n−k).
To bound ‖X̃‖F , we proceed to bound each of its entries. Let us compare the i-th row of the equality
XX̃ = Ik, we get |X̃(i, i)| = | 1X(i,i) | ≤ ρ, where the right inequality holds by construction of QRCP. Also,
h∑
l=i
X(i, l)X̃(l, h) = 0,
for k ≥ h > i. By using the previous equality, replacing h = i+ j, we get that







X(i, l)X̃(l, i+ j)
)
, (A.4)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − i.
Next, since |X(i, i+ j)| ≤ |X(i, i)| for all j ≥ 1 (by construction of QRCP), we get
|X̃(i, i+ j)| ≤
i+j∑
l=i+1
|X̃(l, i+ j)|. (A.5)
Next, by recursively applying the previous inequality, we obtain
|X̃(i, i+ 1)| ≤ 1ρ,
|X̃(i, i+ 2)| ≤ 2ρ
|X̃(i, i+ 3)| ≤ 22ρ
...
|X̃(i, i+ j)| ≤ 2j−1ρ
...
|X̃(i, k)| ≤ 2k−i−1ρ,
since the previous bounds hold for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we set i = 1 and write
‖X̃‖2F ≤ k|X̃(1, 1)|2 + (k − 1)|X̃(1, 2)|2 + · · ·+ 2|X̃(1, k − 1)|2 + |X̃(1, k)|, (A.6)
1
ρ
‖X̃‖2F ≤ 2k − 1 +
k−1∑
j=2
4j−1(k − j) =: f̃(k). (A.7)




|X̃(i, l)||R12(l, j)| = 1 +
k−i∑
h=1
2h−1ρ |R12(i+ h, j)|, (A.8)
since |R12(i+ h, j)| ≤ 1/ρ (by construction of QRCP). Then,
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this result coincides with a previous bound found in [21, Thm. 7.2].
Next, let us bound ‖W‖2, note that




‖Y (:, j)‖22 + ρf̃(k)‖R22(:, j)‖2F
)
. (A.10)
Since QRCP also ensures that ‖R22(:, j)‖F ≤ 1/ρ and replacing (A.9) in (A.10), we get
‖W‖22 ≤ (n− k)f̃(k + 1), (A.11)
Finally, replacing (A.11) in (A.3), we get the bound
‖R22‖2 ≤ ‖W‖2σk+1(A) =
√
f̃(k + 1)(n− k)σk+1(A). (A.12)






Figure 17: Ratio of classical bound BG for QRCP (see Table 1) to the new bound BA from Lemma 2.5.
A.2 Algorithms
A.2.1 CUR via Geometric sampling
We present a MATLAB code for Algorithm 2.
1 %% CUR approximation with Gravity points criterion
2 % Requires:
3 % X,Y: Source and target points, given as matrices of size (mxd) and (nxd)
4 % respectively, where d is the geometric dimension
5 % k: fixed approximation rank.
6 % fun: kernel function, e.g. Laplacian kernel: fun = @(x,y) −1/(2*pi)*log(norm(x−y);
7 % Exponential kernel: fun = @(x,y) exp(1i*norm(x−y))/norm(x−y);
8 % Gravitation kernel: fun = @(x,y) 1/(4*pi*norm(x−y));
9 % Returns:
10 % CUR: a rank−k approximation of matrix A(i,j)=fun(X(i,:),Y(j,:)).
11 % A \approx CxUxR, where C, R, U are complex matrices of size (mxk), (kxn), (kxk)
12
13 function [CUR] = CUR_GCS(fun,X,Y,k)
14
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15 m = size(X,1); n = size(Y,1);
16
17 % Finding t: number of sampling columns
18 l = nextpow2(k);
19 % t = pow2(l);
20 if(k > pow2(l−1) && k>2 )
21 t = pow2(l+1);
22 else
23 t = pow2(l);
24 end





30 % Decompose target domain into t subdomains
31 [J] = GC_Sampling(Y,t);
32 % [J] = NN_Sampling(Y,X,t); % Alternatively use Nearest−Neighbors sampling
33
34 % Form matrix C of sampling columns, C is of size mxt
35 for i=1:size(X,1)
36 for j=1:t












49 % Form Matrix R
50 for i=1:k
51 for j=1:size(Y,1)




56 % Construct the CUR rank−k approximation
57 G=C(I,:);
58 CUR=C*(G\R); % Use Algorithm 1 for computing this skeleton approximation in order to
better handle and control the selected indices
59
60 return
A.2.2 Selecting columns using Gravity centers
The following algorithm presents a technique to decompose the target domain into t subdomains, in
which we select a target point as the one closest to its gravity center, see Figure 2b. Partition is made by
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calling function BinaryPartition, which is an approach known as geometrically balanced clustering, c.f.
[4, Alg.2], [3, Sec.1.4.1]. Such partition is generated by using a binary tree in which every non-leaf node,
T := {y1, · · · , yh} ⊂ Y with gravity center g ∈ R3, has two sons corresponding to disjoint sets of pints
separated by the plane orthogonal to the line having direction given as the first left singular vector of
matrix T := [y1, · · · , yh]− g ∈ R3×r, and intersecting it at g. The following algorithm, based on a binary
tree structure, costs O(n log2(t)) floating point operations.
1 %% Select target points using geometrically balanced partition
2 % Require:
3 % Y: set of n target points, Y is an mxd matrix, d: geometric dimension
4 % t: number of subclusters to obtain from Y
5 % Returns:
6 % J: indices of target points closest to the gravity centers of the t subclusters
7
8 function [J] = GC_Sampling(Y,t)
9
10 % Sanity check
11 l = log(t)/log(2);
12 if(floor(l) ~= l)
13 error('t must be a power of 2!');
14 end
15
16 if(t==1); l=1; end
17
18 % Get 1st generation of sons
19 [G{1},S{1},GGC] = Geo_Bal_Partition(Y);
20 % GGC: index of target point closest to the gravity center of Y
21
22 % Sons of further generations
23 for i=2:l
24 S{i} = {};
25 G{i} = {};
26 for j = 1:size(S{i−1},2) % number of clusters at previous generation
27 [g,s] = Geo_Bal_Partition(S{i−1}{j});
28 S{i} = cat(2,S{i},s);
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47
48
49 %% Function Geo_Bal_Partition
50 % Performs geometrically ballanced partition to divide a cluster into two clusters son
51 % Requires:
52 % S_y: cluster of points
53 % Returns:
54 % Son: list of two cluster sons
55 % G: contains the gravity centers of cluster sons
56 % GCC: index of target point closest to the gravity center of S_y
57
58 function [G,Sons,GGC] = Geo_Bal_Partition(S_y)
59
60 [n,~] = size(S_y);
61
62 g = S_y'*ones(n,1)/n;
63 Cov = S_y − g';
64 [~,~,v] = svd(Cov); v=v(:,1);
65
66 L = Cov*v;
67 b_1 = (L>0);
68 b_2 = (L<0);
69 Sons{1} = S_y(b_1,:);
70 Sons{2} = S_y(b_2,:);
71
72 % Getting the index of target point closest to the gravity center of S_y






79 % Getting indices of target points closest to the gravity centers of clusters son
80 for j=1:2
81 n_s = size(Sons{j},1); G{j} = Sons{j}'*ones(n_s,1)/n_s;
82 v = (Sons{j} − G{j}.');








A.2.3 Selecting columns using Nearest-Neighbors approach
This approach consists in selecting t target points the closest to the set of source points, see Figure
2c. Then, indices corresponding to these points are the selected columns to be used to compute a CUR
approximation and we call the resulting algorithm CUR_NNS as mentioned in section 3.1.
1 %% Select target points using Nearest−Neighbors
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2 % Require:
3 % Y: set of n target points, Y is an mxd matrix, d: geometric dimension
4 % t: number of selected points Y
5 % Returns:
6 % J: indices of target points closest to the source domain
7 function [P] = NN_Sampling(Y,X,t)
8
9 % Finding the distance
10 DX = bsxfun(@minus,Y(:,1),X(:,1)');
11 DY = bsxfun(@minus,Y(:,2),X(:,2)');
12 DZ = bsxfun(@minus,Y(:,3),X(:,3)');
13 D = sqrt(DX.^2+DY.^2+DZ.^2); % The i−th line of D is the distance from
14 % the i−th target point to X
15 d = min(D(:));
16
17 for i=1:size(D,1)
18 [dist(i),~] = min(D(i,:));
19 end
20 [~,P] = mink(dist,t); % Find t points on Y closest to X
21 end
Algorithm above costs O(mn) floating point operations. This non-linear complexity can be reduced by
using efficient algorithms as the ones presented in [18]. In a recent work, March and Biros [29] showed that
nearest-neighbors approach works well in practice for matrices created with kernels depending inversely
on the distance of interaction points. However, they did not provide an explicit bound for the error,
which we provide in Theorem 3.2. For higher dimension problems, nearest neighbors technique is still
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